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Cover story: Junyi Centre for Teaching & Learning

With education revolution as its core mission, The Alliance Cultural Foundation (ACF) and Junyi Experimental High
School Chairman and visionary, Stanley C. Yen, actively raises awareness to the Taiwan public of the importance to
understand global education trend and to take charge in changing the way we teach and learn. Through books,
speeches, media, Yen urges for Taiwan to re-evaluate its strengths and weaknesses, to then create new set of policies,
redesign and reeducate its teaching curriculum. In a globalized world, understanding and embracing the change in
global education is critical. September 2015, ACF introduced Junyi Centre for Teaching & Learning (JCTL) – one of its
many initiatives to accomplish its vision. ACF hopes that JCTL will be a platform for educators, particularly from
remote communities, to come together to exchange ideas to become better educators, and for students from its
communities to have a chance for a better future… Read more

Giving voice to indigenous music of Taiwan
Rarely heard overseas, native music of Taiwan is a magnificent
culture that should be more celebrated. Lee, Shou-Hsin,
accomplished Taiwan indigenous music composer and
drummer, aspires to modernize and bring indigenous music of
Taiwan to global stages. The artist hopes to widen horizons of
young emerging indigenous artists, to inspire to not follow
mainstream, to take the lead to be different, and use the world
as its platform to connect with native artists overseas… Read
more

Chishang – from agriculture to tourism
Chishang Township has made a name for itself in Taiwan and much
of Asia due to the high quality of the rice that is grown there. The
culture and landscapes that have developed around the township’s
rice industry have led to its transformation into a must-see
destination for those visiting Taitung County... Read more
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